Correlation filter, previously used in object detection and recognition assignment within single image, has become a popular approach to visual tracking due to its high efficiency and robustness. Many trackers based on the correlation filter, including Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE), Circulant Structure tracker with Kernels (CSK) and Kernel Correlation Filter (KCF), they simply estimate the translation of a target and provide no insight into the scale variation of a target. But in visual tracking, scale variation is one of the most common challenges and it influences the visual tracking performance in stability and accuracy. Thus, it is necessary to handle the scale variation. In this paper, we present an accurate scale estimation solution with two steps based on the KCF framework in order to tackle the changing of target scale. Meanwhile, besides the original pixel grayscale feature, we integrate the powerful features Histogram of Gradient (HoG) and Color Names (CN) together to further boost the overall visual tracking performance. Finally, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art trackers.
INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is one of the most important issues in computer vision. The target states such as position, speed, scale and locus are obtained during the visual tracking procedure in a video or an image sequence, and these states might be sent to another advanced computer vision task for visual understanding and behavior analysis of the target. As a result, visual tracking is widely used in surveillance, pilotless automobile, robotic, and human-computer interaction, and it has been studied for several decades. Although numerous accurate and steady visual tracking algorithms have been presented in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , there still remain many challenges in visual tracking [9, 10] . These challenges include rotation, deformation and scale variation of the target itself as well as occlusion, background clutter and illumination change caused by the target's surrounding, especially in an unconstrained environment, where the challenges may occur individually or together randomly and the information about the target is minimal. To cope with these chanlleges, many approaches have been developed, and some of them use generative model [2, 12, 13] while the others employ discriminative model [3, 5, 6, 14, 15] .
Among the two models mentioned above, the trackers [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] based on correlation filter have shown their advantages both in efficiency and robustness lately. As described in the convolution theorem, the correlation operation in the time domain can be effectively computed in the frequency domain by element-wise multiplication. So the trackers based on correlation filter are achieved at very high frame rate. It is notable that many trackers based on correlation filter, including Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) [17] , Circulant Structure tracker with Kernels (CSK) [18] and Kernel Correlation Filter (KCF) [20] , they simply estimate the translation of a target and provide no insight into the scale variation of a target. Because the target scale is fixed in these methods, their stability and accuracy are disturbed, especially when the target scale changes quickly. In this paper, we present an accurate scale estimation solution with two steps based on the KCF to tackle the scale variation problem. In the first place, we construct a scale pool to estimate the scale variation initially, and in the next place, the Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) which usually measures the strength of a correlation response is used as a weight factor to estimate the scale variation accurately. At the same time, we integrate the original pixel grayscale feature and the powerful features Histogram of Gradient (HoG) [21] ,Color Names (CN) [22] together to further boost the overall tracking performance. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves an impressive performance compared with other state-of-the-art trackers.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we reviewed the previous related works. Afterwards, the proposed scale estimation strategy is described in Section 3. For section 4, the experiments on challenging sequences are analyzed. In the end, we conclude the whole paper in section 5.
RELATED WORKS
Correlation filter, previously used in automatic target recognition, object alignment, and biometric recognition tasks within single image, has become a popular approach to visual tracking due to its efficient computation in the frequency domain. Furthermore, its advantages have been shown in many challenging scenarios. The MOSSE tracker [17] proposed by Bolme et al.is the first visual tracking method based on the correlation filter.In this method, the original target in the start frame was transformed to generate random samples in the beginning. Afterwards, by the way of minimizing the output sum of squared errors between their actual and expected responses, the correlation filter was trained initially.Then, the visual tracking procedure was completed via updating the coefficients of this filter in subsequent frames.
Based on the concept of the MOSSE tracker, many improvements [18] [19] [20] have been made later.The CSK tracker [18] introduced by Henriques et al. extends the MOSSE tracker by exploiting a cyclical shift method to produce dense samples.
To be more important, this study proved that these samples have circulant structure characteristic. Since the circulant matrix can be diagonalized by the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix, the training process is transformed to the frequency domain straightwardly, which is more efficient.At the same time, a kernel trick was presented to map these samples into a high-dimensional feature space to enhance the capability of the classifier. As a further method of the CSK tracker, the KCF tracker [20] promoted it by the means of creating a scheme to integrate multi-channel features into the tracking framework and replacing the original pixel grayscale feature with the multi-channel HoG features, which made the KCF tracker gain better interpretability and higher adaptability in diverse situations. In addition, the CN features were employed by Danelljan et al. [19] to represent the target and they provided superior performance for visual tracking.
The trackers mentioned above have gained excellent performance, however, they simply estimate the translation of a target and provide no insight into the scale variation of a target, in other words the target scale is fixed in these methods. Because of this reason, their stability and accuracy are destroyed when the target scale is changing. In this paper, we present an scale estimation solution with two steps based on the KCF, while the variation of target scale is estimated accurately.
PROPOSED METHOD
Since scale variation is one of the most common challenging aspects in visual tracking, if we fix the target scale in the visual tracking procedure, its stability and accuracy would decline undoubtedly. And this is mainly reflected in two situations. When the tracking target size becomes small, the unwanted background information is contained in the bounding box, the candidate target and its reference model will have a great difference. On the contrary, when the tracking target size becomes large, only part of the target is included in the bounding box, the available information is reduced. In this section, we present a scale estimation strategy which is divided into two steps to estimate the scale variation accurately.
In the first palce, we construct a scale pool to estimate the scale variation initially. We suppose the target size is Secondly, we use the Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) which measures the strength of a correlation response as a weight factor to estimate the scale variation accurately. According to the MOSSE tracker [17] , the visual tracking stability can be measured by the PSR of the response map. When the PSR is high, the target is tracking steadily, otherwise, the visual tracking is unstable. Hence, we introduce the PSR as a weight factor for accurate scale estimation, a larger weight is assigned to the scale with high stability, on the other hand, the scale with low tracking stability is assigned a smaller weight.
After all the correlation responses of each sampled patches are calculated by the KCF in the first step, the corresponding scales of the largest correlation response and the second largest correlation response are acquired. Then we employ their PSRs as the weight factors to get a new scale through a bilinear-interpolation method according to the strategy mentioned above. Then we sample a new patch of this scale and resize it to its previous target size, and the correlation response of the new patch is calculated by the filter similarly. At last, we compare the new patch's response with the largest correlation response calculated previously, it is obvious that the scale of the larger correlation response will be considered as the final estimation scale of the target. The process of our scale estimation strategy is shown in Figure 1 . Since the HoG feature [21] puts emphasis on the gradient information, while the CN feature [22] focuses on the color information, they are complementary to each other. So in this paper, besides the original pixel grayscale feature, we integrate the powerful features HoG and CN together to further boost the overall visual tracking performance.
EVALUATION
In order to analyze performance of the proposed tracker, we evaluate it on the public challenging benchmark dataset OTB-50 [16] , which contains 51 image sequences, and these image sequences have different frames and resolutions, including the common challenges in visual tracking, such as scale variation, illumination change, deformation, rotation, occlusion and background clutter, etc.
Quantitative evaluation
In this evaluation, our algorithm is compared with all the trackers mentioned in the above benchmark. These trackers include Struck [5] , CXT [6] , ASLA [7] , SCM [8] , TLD [15] and so on, most of them have achieved excellent performance. In addition, the KCF tracker [21] which is the basis of our algorithm is also added as comparison. Based on two widely used evaluation metrics, distance precision (DP) and overlap precision (OP), the one-pass evaluation (OPE) method and temporal robustness evaluation (TRE) method are executed for quantitative comparison.
Firstly, the scale variation quantitative comparison is shown in Figure 2 and only the performances of the top 10 trackers among the total 31 trackers are displayed for clarity. The Figure 2(a) and (b) show the DP precision legends based on the OPE and TRE evaluation methods. In these legends, our algorithm obtains a 0.678 and a 0.751 precision rate at a 20-pixel threshold, while these rates of the second best tracker are 0.672 and 0.729, respectively. And for the OP metric, the results of these two evaluation methods are exhibited in Figure 2(c) and (d) . Although the SCM tracker achieves the best performance on the OPE evaluation method, our algorithm is the best tracker on the TRE evaluation method, and the score Location error threshold of our algorithm is 0.546 on the TRE method, it surpasses the SCM tracker by 10.0%.Therefore, from Figure 2 , we can see that our algorithm achieves the best performance among the compared 30 trackers for the scale variation challenging attribute. Besides the scale variation quantitative comparison, the overall quantitative comparison is also implemented and its results are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , The DP precision legends based on the OPE and TRE evaluation methods are plotted in Figure 3 (a) and (b). In these evaluation methods, our algorithm promote the performance by 5.7% and 4.6% in the distance presision when compared with the second best tracker KCF respectively. While for the OP metric, the results are exhibited in Figure 3 (c) and (d). On the OPE evaluation method, the success rate of our algorithm is 0.553, which surpasses the SCM tracker by 10.8%. In addition, the proposed algorithm outperforms the second best tracker KCF almost 9.0% on the TRE evaluation method. So, it is obvious that our algorithm achieves the best performance among the compared 30 trackers for the overall quantitative comparison.
In summary, our algorithm achieves the best performance among the compared 30 trackers both on the scale variation and the overall quantitative comparison.
Qualitative evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm more clearly, we run our tracker and the other top 4 trackers (KCF, Struck, SCM and TLD) ranked above on several representative image sequences for qualitative analysis, and the results are printed in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . In the beginning, the tracking results of two scale variation sequences (carscale and dog1, from top to bottom) are shown in Figure 4 . In the carscale sequence, it is obvious that all the five trackers work well when the scale changes slightly. However, after the #190 frame, when the scale changes greatly, KCF, Struck, SCM and TLD can only track part of the car. In other words, they fail to handle the target scale variation, and in the contrary, our tracker track the car steadily in the l 4 r whole sequence. In the dog1 sequence, when the target scale is changing large, only the SCM and our algorithm track the target well and the others can not to tackle this variation properly. Furthermore, when the target scale is changing small, the bounding box predicted by the SCM contains much background information, which is reflected in the #1116 frame initially, and the situation deteriorates seriously in the #1336 frame. Fortunately, our algorithm achieves impressive performance in these two situations. Therefore, we can conclude that our scale estimation strategy is effective and it outperforms these top 4 trackers when the target scale is changing. TLD SCM Struck KCF Ours Meanwhile, we reveal the tracking results of another two challenging sequences (coke and basketball, from top to bottom) in Figure 5 . Firstly, in the coke sequence, when the illumination is changing, the first lost tracker is TLD, and the next is SCM, these are displayed in the #46 and #56 frame, separately. In the #64 frame, when the light darkens, the predicted bounding boxes of KCF and Struck deviate the center of the target, but our algorithm track the target reliably. On the other hand, in the basketball sequence, the target formation has changed many times, when the deformation occurs, Struck and TLD track another object instead of the actual target and this situation is exposed in the #55 frame. As the times of the target deformation is increasing, KCF and SCM are drifting away the target gradually and lose finally, only our algorithm track the target steadily all the time, and this process is verified from the #96 frame to the #496 frame. Therefore, it can be seen that our algorithm is more robust than other trackers to illumination variation and deformation. The major reason is that we integrate the HOG feature and the CN feature together to describe the target and they are more powerful for these challenging scenarios.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an accurate scale estimation solution with two steps based on the KCF framework in order to tackle the changing of target scale. Furthermore, besides the original pixel grayscale feature, we integrate the HoG and CN features together to further boost the visual tracking performance. At the end, our algorithm is evaluated on the OTB-50 dataset with other 30 outstanding trackers, both the quantitative and qualitative results demonstrate that our scale estimation strategy is effective and the proposed algorithm outperforms these state-of-the-art trackers.
